
The establishment of a National Assembly for Wales in April

1999 marked the end of a period of almost six hundred years

in which the country lacked any real political means of self-

determination. The historical significance of this fact and,

equally importantly, the move to establish the Assembly and

the resulting debates about democracy and citizenship, have

stimulated a continuing debate about Welsh identity and the

place of Wales in a globalising world. This new context has

presented a number of opportunities to the development

education movement.

Education, previously the remit of the Welsh Office, has

now become the responsibility of the Assembly. This change

has been marked by greater openness and increased

communication between the Assembly’s education officials

and the development education community. This has been

particularly evident in terms of the Wales Curriculum 2000

and the Personal and Social Education Framework. (Wales

Curriculum 2000 broadly corresponds to the curriculum in

England but with some key differences, for example the

presence of the Welsh language as a core subject. The PSE

Framework corresponds to the PHSE and Citizenship

components of the curriculum in England.) The development

of both of these documents included an ongoing process of

consultation with organisations involved in development

education.

More scope for public debate
Other opportunities have been presented by some of the key

policies of the Assembly. The Assembly has a statutory duty

under the Government of Wales Act 1998 to promote

sustainable development in the exercise of its function. The

development and consultation process of the Assembly’s

scheme for sustainable development has enabled

development and environmental education organisations in
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Finnish NGOs are very active in development education,

directing their activities primarily to schools and various

youth groups. Adult development education is also a key

activity and takes the form of general awareness-raising

campaigns related to, for example, fairtrade, debt, and

environmental issues. NGOs work mainly through the

production and dissemination of information on various

issues. The Service Centre for Development Cooperation

(Kepa), a hub of about 200 development NGOs in Finland, is

one of the most active organisations in

development awareness-raising work.

Challenges remain
It is agreed among trade unions,

church aid, immigrant, fairtrade, and

environmental organisations, as well as

others working in the field of development education, that

wider national and international networking and cooperation

is still needed. This need for wider networking has also been

shown in enquiries from Kepa’s member organisations

requesting support in coordination, training, and production

of material for their development education work.

Accordingly, Kepa has prepared, with its member

organisations and specialists working in the field of

development education, a three year project – Strengthening

Finnish NGOs’ Global Education Work and International

Networking. The project aims to increase the role that

development education NGOs play in Finnish society as well

as to offer training for trainers in development education

theories and methods. 

NGOs in Finland are fortunately in a strong position to

address the challenges they face. The relationship between

NGOs and government in Finland is a close one. Some

NGOs have had representation in governmental committees

responsible for development education. The UNESCO

committee of the National Board of Education, for instance,

has done pioneering work in publishing clarifications,

recommendations, and guidelines for development education

in schools.

Finally, governmental funding plays a large role in NGOs’

development education work, even though there are no

overall figures available. This is due to

the complex nature of governmental

funding: at least four different

ministries and agencies fund programs

that have development education

elements. Local governments and

municipalities also channel public funds to NGOs, and the

national lottery and European Union are still other channels.

Consequently there are only a few organisations having

professional fundraising schemes.

To conclude, the main current challenges facing Finnish

development education are the need for wider cooperation

and networking as well as a broader perspective. To really

understand plurality and discrimination issues one should not

forget development questions and the global

interconnectedness that is an integral part of Finnish

multicultural society.

n Pauliina Aalto, Project Secretary, Global
Education, Service Centre for Development
(Cooperation, Kepa (Finland)
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Wales to lobby for a strong positioning of Education for

Sustainable Development within this scheme and the

establishment of an ESD panel to advise the Assembly. More

scope to engage in public

debate has also been

provided by the Assembly’s

commitment to social

inclusion and equal

opportunities, as expressed

in the ‘Better Wales’ policy document, the Assembly’s ten

year plan to improve life in Wales.

Reorganisation of elements of the informal education

sector and increased capacity has led to real progress in

terms of promoting the global perspective in lifelong

learning and youth work. For example, as a result of these

developments Cyfanfyd is in the process of formulating a

Global Youth Work strategy for Wales in collaboration with

the Wales Youth Agency, the statutory body for youth work

in Wales.

In terms of support for development education in Wales,

there are still some logistical difficulties. While education is

the responsibility of the Assembly, development education is

primarily the responsibility

of the Department for

International Development

and this has an obvious

impact on consultation and,

particularly, funding.

Devolution has brought with it a political climate that is

generally favourable to the global perspectives that the

development education community is promoting. In the

current debate about a re-awakened Welsh identity and the

place of Wales in the world, we have a unique opportunity to

redefine the nation as a dynamic community of many

peoples and many cultures, and to reaffirm its

internationalist tradition.

n Dominic Miles, Coordinator, Cyfanfyd (Wales)
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We have a unique opportunity to redefine

the nation as a dynamic community of

many peoples and many cultures

The situation in Austria cannot be described as anything but

bad for development education. Due to a new government

which doesn’t particularly like NGOs and has harsh budget

consolidation plans, we are facing the hardest times ever.

Not only are we receiving less and less money, we are

facing stricter controls of our budgets and contracts. This is

not bad in itself as we are all striving to achieve more

transparency, but what these stricter controls mean is that an

NGO or project must achieve all objectives and implement

all measures planned or pay back the money. In cases where

external reasons prevent NGOs from achieving all of their

set goals, a fight about resources

results. Many NGOs are entangled

in re-writing reports, keeping

whole offices blocked from doing

the ‘real’ work.

In Austria, most development education NGOs are highly

dependent on government funds (usually Ministry for

Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Education funds); even more

dependent are those which do not work in other areas as

well. The development education-specific government funds

are administered by a special body outside of the ministries,

which collects, assesses, judges, and presents those projects

it thinks qualified for the final decision (taken by a number

of government officials).

Decreasing support, increasing control
Very hard times for development education NGOs began at

the end of 1999 with the inauguration of the new

government consisting of conservatives and the populist

Freedom party. Although we have heard comments from

government officials like ‘as long as the money remains

within Austria, we are willing to fund’, which is alarming in

itself, the reality looks different. Funding cuts of 20% over a

two year period make it hard to achieve the specific

objectives of longer-term projects.

We are being criticised by all means. Themes are labelled

‘not relevant’ or ‘too strong’, methods ‘too expensive’,

implementation and planning periods ‘too long’ and ‘too

much’, and so forth. There is basic agreement on the

principle theme and method of

global education, but, apart from

that, there seems to be an attempt

to turn us into cheap labour and

willing implementation agencies for the few NGOs which

have funds and increasing power. Further, international and

national networking and lobbying work – one of the

backbones of our work – is not seen as being important core

work any longer. It was with this work that we were able to

take clear stands for our beliefs, articulate our longer-term

objectives, and make contacts necessary for setting up

international projects.

But where will it lead us if we decide not to participate in

EU development politics, if we stop trying to secure the

interests of development education within the relevant

ministries and departments, and if we are left out of

opportunities to meet and exchange ideas with other

development education workers? Outside is an increasingly

Hard times for development education in Austria

Claudia Bonk

Themes are labelled ‘too strong’

and methods ‘too expensive’


